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More than just a club.

Sondi Media Group

Passionate individuals who are
committed to excellence.
More than just a club.

Executive Summary
The committee at Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club (MOCFC) have elected to have their marketing strategy to be developed by our team at Sondi
Media Group (SMG) for the 2021 - 2023 period.
MOCFC is a club that has been part of the Victorian Amateur Football Association (VAFA) since 1989. Located in the heart of the eastern suburbs of
Melbourne, MOCFC faces fierce competition not only from other VAFA clubs, but also from the surrounding lower tier football clubs, such as Glen
Waverley, Mulgrave, Scoresby & Knox.
At SMG, we have undertaken extensive research in accordance with our market research proposal and we have collated a healthy variety of qantitative
and qualitative data to work with. This data was acquired through the means of surveys, interviews and match day observation reports. As a result of our
research, we have identified the following five marketing objectives as part of our proposed marketing strategy for MOCFC:

 How can Mazenod acquire a second oval in order to combat the rapid growth of the club?
 How can Mazenod implement a committee position for mental health & wellbeing?
 How can Mazenod market themselves to land a medium / large long sponsor?
 What can Mazenod do to add another 100 non-playing members by 2023?
 How can MOCFC strengthen their relationship with Mazenod College to ensure that 30% of players are "Old Boys"
6
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Executive Summary cont.
At SMG, we understand that at the heart of every good strategy is a great slogan. A common theme that we observed during our research is that the
goals outlined by MOCFC were typically related to improving how they are perceived by the public.

More than just a Club.
Our proposed marketing strategy that we have developed revolves around Mazenod’s vision to be "More than just a Club". We believe that this slogan
accurately represents the current state of MOCFC as well as encapsulating the proposed future direction of the club. Other successful sporting
organisations around the world, such as FC Barcelona, have adopted similar simple slogans to great effect.
From our initial discussions with the club, it was made clear that the club was struggling to deal with the growth of the club in a physical capacity. We
believe that the club has the ability to action a marketing strategy which effectively prepares the club to acquire the use of the second oval at Central
Reserve by strengthening their footprint within the local community.
At Sondi Media Group, we firmly believe that we have developed a budget friendly strategy which will benefit the local community as well as MOCFC
and we can't wait to see the club reap the rewards from the implementation of our strategy.
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Proposal Overview
Our strategic marketing proposal was undertaken using the advice given from Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club. We
recently completed a market research proposal for the club which helped us with the creation of this proposed strategy.
SMG consists of four young Sports Media students looking to make a difference in the world of amateur sport. While young
and inexperienced, we believe that our passion for sport is what drives us to achieve success for our clients.
As a team, we have acknowledged the difficulties that MOCFC is expecting to face within the next decade. We believe that
acquiring more space will allow the club to continue growing into the premier destination club of the area. This will create
a more comfortable training and game day experience for both fans and players alike.
We have also acknowledged that just 'reacquiring' an entire oval is not a realistic marketable short term goal. So this
strategy became more focused on strengthening the clubs position within the local community with a long term approach
in mind.
SMG have worked closely with all stakeholders within the MOCFC community and beyond. Close interactions with Vice
President Steve Mann allowed us to create a proposal that strictly aligns with the clubs values and its mission.
This document was created to not only showcase the findings of our research but to also utilise it as the basis for our
strategic objectives and recommendations. We believe that we have created an effective path forward for MOCFC and will
siginficantly strengthen their position should they choose to actively acquire the use of the second oval at Central Reserve.

More than just a club.
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Club Overview

28 Premierships

1,026

551

932

Social Followers
Figure 1.1 : Club Overview
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Mazenod OCFC

Glen Waverly FNC

Mulgrave FC

Scoresby FC

Knox FC
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Market Position
Mazenod OCFC is placed in an extremely competitive market as it is situated in
the heart of the eastern suburbs of Melbourne. There are several neighbouring
clubs and leagues which makes the competition for talent extremely
competitive in the area. There is a continual fight to retain players, staff,
supporters and sponsors given there are so many alternatives in surrounding
area that offer money for their services.
MOCFC are a team in the Victorian Amateur Football Association (VAFA) and
are currently competing in the Premier C division. Mazenod have won 28 club
premierships across all grades and divisions since their establishment in 1977.
As we have discussed in the marketing proposal, Mazenod OCFC are placed
evenly in the social media rankings. Figure 2.1 reinforces that MOCFC are
situated in a competitive market, highlighting how important it is to appeal to
supporters and sponsors effectively in order to assist the club.
Figure 2.1 : Social Media Statistics
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Market Position cont.
On- field, Mazenod is placed in an extremely strong position. Fielding seven teams in 2019, with Men’s and Women’s Seniors and Reserves,
two under-19 teams and two FIDA teams, they have an abundance of registered players. This places them in the higher bracket of
participants in comparison to other VAFA clubs.
In terms of sponsorship, MOCFC are placed evenly with other clubs in the VAFA. MOCFC have a variety of local businesses sponsoring the club
which are promoted heavily at games and on social media. However, Mazenod is yet to have a large company to sponsor the club, drawing a
divide between themselves and other VAFA Clubs who are sponsored by large companies and franchises. This suggests that there is potential
for the club to lure a major sponsor in the region, assisting the club immensely.

Overall, Mazenod OCFC is placed in a strong market position. With a variety of sponsors, players and members, the club is held in good stead.
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Financials
Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club are in a relatively strong financial position according to their annual report. Fielding
seven teams in 2019, the club posted a small profit of $3100 at the end of the 2019 season, up by 414% on the previous
year.
The club had over 600 active members and over 300 registered players, which helps them toward in a strong financial
position each year. MOCFC doubled the number of sponsors of the club by 50%, while increasing the ‘Club 200’
membership by 40%. This was extremely helpful for the club posting a $3100 profit, aided by significant revenue from bar
sales and sponsors. Bar sales gave over $32,000 to the club, while sponsors gave over $40,000 in that 12-month period.
However, club merchandise sales were down 50%.
It's important to note that the club spent big on social functions during the 2018 season largely thanks to their costly 40th
anniversary celebrations. Despite this, the club is still placed in a reasonably strong financial position, making a small profit
in 2019.

Pro t and Loss Statement
Total Income
Total Cost of Sales
Total Operating Expenses
Net Pro t

2018
$238,864.73
$194,254.36
$45,597.26
-$989.89

2019
$216,998.11
$162,895.26
$51,005.36
$3,097.49

Variance
$21,866.62
$31,359.10
$7,116.25
$4,084.38

%
-9%
-16%
+16%
+414%

Figure 3.1 : Annual Report Financial Statistics
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SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats
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Figure 4.1 : SWOT Analysis
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SWOT Analysis
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Strengths

Weaknesses

1. Over 300 registered players
2. Over 600 members
3. Fields 7 teams each week
4. Made a small profit in 2019

1. Only has one oval for use, with not enough room for training
2. Highest competition is Premier C, would like to be higher
3. Senior Men’s team declining after 2016 Premiership
4. Club plays some home games at alternate venues

5. Numerous sponsors supporting the club
6. Focus on community, family and social
7. Has an emergency trust fund for times in need

All VAFA clubs do not pay their players, making it tempting for players to
play elsewhere for money

Figure 4.2 : Strengths / Weaknesses
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SWOT Analysis

Opportunities
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Threats

1. Potential to retain a core group of 300+ players
2. Lure players and coaches from opposing, nearby clubs in the area
3. Sign a large company sponsor for the club, receiving larger amounts for the
club

1. Rival clubs and surrounding leagues can take players, sponsors, and coaches
2. Sponsors could end partnership if they do not receive promotion or publicity
3. Coronavirus has the potential for players to stop playing
4. Significant loss of funds could result from coronavirus (sponsors, no rego, crowd)

4. Can regain the second oval at Central Reserve
5. Can become the leader in Women’s competition, already with two teams

5. If MOCFC do not obtain a second oval, players may get fed up with playing at
different venues and seek out other opportunities

Figure 4.3 : Opportunities / Threats
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Methodology & Research Design
The strategy below has been developed in accordance with the research methods which were outlined in our previous market research
proposal. As a result of our research, we have been able to identify resolutions for the marketing problems proposed by MOCFC and
consequently, we have been able to create methods which will continue to strengthen the club within its local community.
As discussed earlier in this proposal, as a team we noticed that the overarching narrative of Mazenod is to be more than just a typical
football club. While the key area of importance was certainly to acquire the use of the second oval at Central Reserve, the foundation of
this idea is that the club wishes to cater to every single person involved at the club, equally.
As such, we have -evaluated our initial proposed questions and developed the following:

How can Mazenod acquire a second oval in order to combat the rapid growth of the club?
How can Mazenod implement a committee position for mental health & wellbeing?
How can Mazenod market themselves to land a medium / large long sponsor?
What can Mazenod do to add another 100 non-playing members by 2023?
How can MOCFC strengthen their relationship with Mazenod College to ensure that 30% of players are "Old Boys"?

More than just a club.
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Methodology & Research Design cont.
We've realigned the focus of the campaign to be more about developing the perception of the club from the
outside rather than focus purely on taking back the second oval. Our research and subsequent marketing
recommendations are formed around the opinion that MOCFC will be better placed to acquire more room for
the club and its members from 2023 onwards, as per our discussions held with club vice president Steve Mann.
In order to achieve our goal, we implemented a variety of quantitative and qualitative research methods. Our
quantitative research consisted of a survey which was posted across the Mazenod social network and helped
us determine which issues the club were most important to members and supporters. We were also able to
analyse data from official club documentation, such as annual reports and mission statements.
Unfortunately due to the industry wide shutdown caused by the coronavirus pandemic, research methods such
as our proposed focus group questions and match day observation report were unable to be completed.
Instead, we have utilised extra interviews with Vice President Steve Mann and other club representitives in
order to obtain the most accurate reprentation of the club as possible.
Our interviews and written correspondance with Steve Mann provided a wealth of qualitative data which both
complemented our statistical data and provided much-needed guidance on what the club had felt was most
important to them from a business perspective.

More than just a club.
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Research Tools

Interview

Documentation

We organised a 30 minute video conference with the MOCFC vice president Steve
Mann. Steve was able to provide our team with a very clear outline of the club and
their goals which had already been discussed internally. This helped our group to
narrow our focus and develop our proposal in a way that is tailored for the club
and its current needs while addressing future prospects.

MOCFC provided our team with a variety of official documentation which helped
us define our goal. Aligning our strategy with the club values and mission
statement was an important part of the creation process. The following
documents were used:
MOCFC Annual Report 2019
MOCFC Vision, Mission & Values
2020 Sponsorship Pack

Figure 5.1 : Research Tools - Interview / Documentation

More than just a club.
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Research Tools cont.

Survey

Focus Group

Sondi Media Group were able to create a short survey using Google Forms in
order to obtain quantitative data from a large audience. We asked Steve to
have our survey posted across the Mazenod social network in order to reach
the MOCFC community directly. The survey was online for just over a week
and recorded a significant amount of data which helped us understand the
thoughts and concerns of those involved with the club. Acquiring this
information has been vital to the formation of this proposal.

Unfortunately our plans for a focus group questionnaire were impacted by
the coronavirus league shutdown. As a result, we were only able to interview
a single representitive who was known to the club and one of our team
members. Regardless, this provided a good amount of information for us to
utilise to improve the effectiveness of our strategy. The purpose of our focus
group was to understand how past members of the club were remaining
connected to the club.

Figure 5.2 : Research Tools - Survey / Focus Group Interview

More than just a club.
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Research Tools cont.

Social Media Observation
We conducted a social media observation report to help understand the
clubs reach and effectiveness on the platform. Doing so has helped us
understand how to utilise social media throughout our marketing strategy
in an approach which works for the club and its members. Social media has
continued to grow in popularity and has become a viable communication
platform for all sporting organisations across the country.

Figure 5.1 : Research Tools - Social Media Observation

More than just a club.
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Research Findings
Survey (Demographics)

Age

Sex

Relation to Club

Figure 6.1 : Research Findings (Demographics)

These demographics are used to add much needed context to the following social media and club based findings. Over half
of those who participated in the survey were male and between the ages of 17 and 35, although the relations to the club is
significantly less clear cut than we had expected. Nonetheless, participants from a great variety of roles responded to the
survey which increases the value of the rest of our findings. You can see that there is a healthy sample size from each of our
questions which adds value to our recommendations on page 35.
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Research Findings
Survey (Socials)

Preferred method of communication

Preferred social platforms

Figure 6.2 : Research Findings (Socials)

These two graphs show how participants prefer to receive communications from the club. Social media is overwhelmingly
popular, with Facebook and Instagram identified as the new social norm for communicating. As noted in our social media
observation report (page 24), the club already utilises their platforms in accordance to the popularity of the platforms.
However, MOCFC must continue to realise the potential of Facebook and Instagram to increase the value of current and
future sponsorship deals.
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Research Findings
Survey (Sponsors)

Can you name 3 Sponsors?

Utilising Sponsors

Most Sponsor Exposure

Figure 6.3 : Research Findings (Demographics)

The information presented here on sponsorship awareness is concerning. Not only are they not particularly easily
identified, but those who are involved closely with the club are not utilising their club sponsors enough. Medium to large
scale sponsors are less likely to become involved given the return that they are likely to receive from the club. As we can
see in the figure above (Figure 6.3), social media and newsletters may prove to be excellent sources to continue
promoting sponsorship awareness in the future.
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Research Findings
Survey (Ground)

Second oval beneficial?

Enjoy attending Sunday games?

Prefer all games Saturday?

Figure 6.4 : Research Findings (Ground)

The obvious findings here is that over 90% of the survey participants have already identified the benefits of a second
MOCFC oval. There was a mixed response to the enjoyment levels at Sunday games while at least half said that they
would prefer to have all games played on the Saturday. These questions tie in together as it would be more likely for
the club to be able to schedule games on the one day instead of across two, but more so for the fact that the club
would be able to accommodate for all of their teams to able to play all of their designated home games at their actual
home ground.
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Research Findings
Focus Group Interview

Focus Group Questions
Do you feel welcome and involved with MOCFC?
Why do you come to watch MOCFC games?
Are you a member of MOCFC? If not, why not?
Is there any functions you would like to be
implemented? Eg. Ladies lunch, past players etc.
Do you prefer to hear club news via newsletter or social
media?
Have you ever thought of volunteering or have
volunteered for the club?
Would you like the club to provide more information
about its players and coaches? (What's going on behind
the scenes)
Are you happy with how operations are run? Eg. Gameday, social events etc.

Mazenod Past Player
Yes, I feel welcomed.
I come to watch games to watch my friends play.
I'm not a member because I don't play anymore.
Yes, players social functions.
I prefer to hear news via social media.
Yes, I would like to volunteer for the club.
Yes, more behind the scenes information would be
good, such as public posts about game locations,
times, etc.
Yes, I'm happy with the current club operations.

Figure 6.5 : Research Findings - Focus Group Interview

As mentioned previously, the coronavirus lockdown severely impacted our ability to achieve all of our research goals. Luckily, we were able to interview a family
member of one of our team members to have some representation for our focus group. Some results were as expected and reinforced the practicality of club based
operations on social media. Interestingly, there appears to be a demand for player social functions which could utilise key sponsors of the club and help establish strong
connections between player and club. The player that we interviewed also noted that he was no longer a paying member. This indicates that there may be scope for
membership retention / maintaining a healthy amount of non-playing members.

More than just a club.
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Research Findings
Social Media Observation Report

Social Media Questions
How many followers do MOCFC have on their social media
accounts?
How many posts are MOCFC uploading per week? Are they
uploading daily?
How many people are engaging with MOCFC social media posts?
What are MOCFC generally posting about? Image, video or both?

Observations
Twitter - 551, Instagram - 934, Facebook - 972
1 - 2 posts per day

Are MOCFC posting the same content on each platform?

10 - 30 likes per post. Certain posts have up around the 80 - 100 mark
Posting only photos
Mainly posting about sponsors and new players coming for the
upcoming season

Are they being consistent with each platform? Or is one platform
used more than the others?

Facebook and Instagram are used daily. Twitter is never being used

What kind of demographic is engaging with their posts?

Mainly engaging committee members and older. Not many younger
players or members interacting

Figure 6.6 : Research Findings - Social Media Observation Report

According to this data that we collected from the MOCFC social networks, the club could certainly benefit from an updated
social media presence as outlined in last years social media proposal. Some of our proposed tactics were even suggested
by our focus group interviewee. The club is yet to find a way have consistent interactions with the younger demographic,
but is utilising the platform reasonably well in accordance to their most popular and effective platforms.
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Marketing Mission
Mission
We aspire to be the leading amateur football organisation in the City of Monash
and to also build an inclusive enironment where young men and women can
thrive as part of an enriching, respectful and united football community.

More than just a club.
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Marketing Vision
Vision
We want the Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club to be more than just a football club. Of course, what we do
on the field is very important. After all, football is the reason we exist, and on-field success is what our club is all
about. But through football, we want to build a community that is inclusive for me and women of all ages and
abilities. We want to extend our impact beyong the field and to make MOCFC an organisation that changes the
lives of all kinds of people for the better.

We want everyone at our club to believe in and to demonstrate the following values through their behaviour:

achieve better outcomes
We bring out the best in each other by
embracing our diverse range of ideas, skills and
backgrounds to achieve individual and shared
success
We celebrate our wins and always have each
others back




background, ability or position
We value other people and their thoughts and
feelings
We listen to them, are truthful towards them and
accept them as individuals
We play and conduct ourselves with honesty and
integrity, choosing to speak up when our
principles or ethical conduct are not respected
We act as ambassadors for our club, representing
the integrity of Mazenod OCFC on and off the
field






Values

Community
We work as one team because together we

Respect
We respect all people regardless of their

Enjoyment
We have fun and we are positive in what we
do. Passion, energy, fun and perseverance is
at the heart of our sport and is what drives
how we work
We celebrate our success with all of our
people
We go out of our way to look after our own




More than just a club.

Leadership
We see everyone in our community as a

leader - by their actions & behaviours - both
on and off the field
When we SEE something, we SAY something
and we DO something
We rise to every challenge and do what we
say we will do - we own the outcome
We thrive on pushing the boundaries
beyond what we have done before to
achieve the extraordinary for our people,
supporters, partners and the community
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Marketing Objectives
Acquire a second ground next to the current MOCFC home ground

Two grounds that MOCFC can use that are next to each other. This will mean that the club
will be able to continue to grow.
Measurable By 2025, MOCFC teams will be training and playing on two grounds at the one location.
Actionable Club / Online petitions, meetings with council, meetings with Glen Waverly Hawks.
As there is already a second oval next to the current MOCFC, there is no need to acquire
funding for a new one to be built. Many players from Glen Waverly Hawks who
Realistic additional
currently play on the ground. It makes sense logistically for the Hawks to relocate given their
team is predominately from the other side of Monash.
The progress of this objective can be measured quarterly, based on discussions with the
Timely
Monash Council and the Glen Waverly Hawks.
Speci c

Figure 7.1 : Marketing Objectives - SMART Second Home Ground
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Marketing Objectives cont.
To have a mental health & wellbeing committee position well established by
2023

To have a new committee member position dedicated to the mental health and wellbeing of
Speci c
MOCFC players. This person could be someone to go and speak to about any health issues, as
well as provide regular mental health information to the rest of the club.
Measurable By 2023, MOCFC have a well established, fully trained committee position lled.
Actionable Position can be advertised, Relevant training provided to successful applicant.
MOCFC has expressed how they aim to be seen as more than just a football club and to care
about their members mental health. Adding a dedicated person to this position would help
Realistic the club realise this goal. There are multiple mental health courses available which could
help give somebody the right quali cations for the job.
Internal structural changes, which the club has expressed their interest in, can be
Timely
implemented quickly.
Figure 7.2 : Marketing Objectives - SMART Mental Health Committee
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Marketing Objectives cont.
Obtain a medium or large sized business as a sponsor by 2023.

To have a medium or large sized business from the Monash area sponsoring the club will
improve the clubs nancial position.
2023, MOCFC will have acquired at least one medium or large business from the Monash
Measurable By
area to sponsor the club in some nancial capacity.
Actionable Contacting businesses, Seeking advertising through signage and banners.
While MOCFC have great support from their local small businesses, the impact of COVID-19
means that many of these businesses may not have the funds to commit to sponsoring local
Realistic football clubs. Larger companies such as real estates are a great opportunity to contact for a
mutual relationship. Working with these larger businesses has seen results previously for
Mazenod.
By 2023, the economy would have recovered from COVID-19 and businesses would be
Timely
increasingly more willing to sponsor football clubs once again.
Speci c

Figure 7.3 : Marketing Objectives - SMART Medium / Large Sponsor
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Marketing Objectives cont.
To add another 100 non-playing members by 2023.

Adding another 100 non-playing members to the "200 Club" would add a minimum extra
$20,000 of revenue to MOCFC.
2023, MOCFC will have an extra 100 members as part of their "200 Club" on top of what
Measurable By
they already have.
Actionable Advertising through social media and email.
In results from our focus group interview, a former player has mentioned that they were still
happy to be involved with the club. The club marketing their social club will keep these
Realistic retired players involved in the happenings of the club, giving them the chance to continue
being involved on match day and at functions.
If the club can get 35 new members a year, which is realistic based on their current number of
Timely
sign ups, the target will be reached by the 2023 season.
Speci c

Figure 7.4 : Marketing Objectives - SMART Non-playing Members
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Marketing Objectives cont.
How can MOCFC strengthen their relationship with Mazenod College to
ensure that 30% of players are "Old Boys"

Increasing the amount of Mazenod "Old Boys" will give a community sense at the club, which follows
Speci c
closely with the "More than just a club" philosophy. It will also increase non-players members through
parents.
Measurable This will be measured by achieving 30% of all players being "Old Boys".
Actionable Players going to the school to advertise. Notices in School newsletters. Discounted fees for students.
Mazenod College has 12 football teams playing in the ACC, meaning that there are over 250 players.
all of these players are currently playing locally, which gives MOCFC the opportunity to lure some
Realistic Not
to go play at the club. MOCFC also has two U19 teams meaning that there are plenty of playing spots
available. MOCFC philosophy will go a long way in retaining these players.
A 3 year period gives the club plenty of time recruit new "Old Boys" while working on retaining the
Timely
current crop.
Figure 7.5 : Marketing Objectives - SMART "Old Boys"
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Tactics

1
2

Founders Day Event

4

Founders Day Event looks to involve and welcome families with kids. The
bouncing castle hire is a focal point for the day as well as the petting zoo
which can involve all kids.

Reverse Raffle Day

5

Reverse Raffle where players will asked to sell tickets to their friends and
family. This will not only be an entire club function, but may also bring
other new faces which will expand the club’s outreach.

Creation of Social Media events
The creation of social media events will help attract players and supporters
to social functions and events, supporting the club financially. It also boosts
the community feeling within the club.

Signage creation
Creation of signage to be displayed around the ground will assist with
obtaining new sponsors. There will also be removable signage to be placed
around the local area on game day and removed, much like how real estates
have Open signs.

3

Membership Package
The membership package will assist in attracting new members and
retaining existing ones. Membership fees boost the club financially, a major
part in being successful.

6

Signage Promotion on Game Day
Signage will be posted around the grounds which provide information on
how to get involved with sponsorship. Signage will also be put up around
the local areas encouraging locals to get involved with the perfect
morning experience.

Figure 8.1 : Tactics 1-6

More than just a club.
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Tactics cont.

7

Merchandise on Game Day

10

Having a merchandise stand available on game day is a fantastic way for
the club to build revenue and get supporters involved. From clothing to
MOCFC branded Bang Bang sticks, this will help get supporters involved

Coffee Cart on Game Day
A coffee cart, which will encourage parents and fans to come down on
early winter mornings. It only makes sense to make the loyal supporters
slightly more comfortable on those icy mornings!

in a variety of aspects.

8

Game Day Experience

11

Improving the game day experience will assist in attracting current and
new supporters to games, increasing crowd numbers and revenue for the
club. It will also create a positive and lively vibe at matches.

Film Player and Coach Interviews
This task can be carried out by volunteers in the media department, from
associated schools and universities. Video content is important for success
on social media platforms and this is one way the club can address the
lack of video content available.

9

Well-being Counselor
This person could be someone to go speak to about any health issues, as
well as provide regular mental health information to the rest of the club.
MOCFC has expressed how they aim to be seen as more than just a football

12

Creation of Social Media posts
The creation of social media posts will help news, events, scores and
updates be delivered to a large audience, keeping them engaged and
interested in the club. It is also and excellent way to promote sponsors to a
large audience.

club and care about their members mental health.
Figure 8.2 : Tactics 7-12

More than just a club.
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Annual Budget
Events

Speci cs

Cost

Membership Package & Game Day Merchandise

Merchandise

$10,000

Founders Day

Jumping Castle

$900

Petting Zoo

$500

Flyers

$300

Sausage Sizzle

$200

Live Band

$1000

Prizes

$2500

Coffee Machine

$300

Marquees

$100

Street Banner

$400

Promotional Signage

$500

Graphic Design

$1000

Social Media

Weekly Prizes

$400

Well-being Counselor

Training

$1500

TOTAL

$19,600

Reverse Raf e

Game Day Experiences

Advertisement
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Figure 9.1 : Annual Budget
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Operational Plan

Type something

Figure 10.1 : Operational Plan
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Market Recommendations
Promoting the need to acquire a second oval for the multiple MOCFC teams
We have highlighted the need to have two ovals in use. Players and supporters would rather play home games at their actual home venue and on Saturdays. It has been found that
there is not enough room for all teams to train, let alone play matches. The club can market this, by posting the thoughts and opinions of staff, players, and supporters to the wider
community. They can pitch this idea to the Glen Waverly Hawks and City of Monash, outlining how it may be beneficial to all clubs involved. These pitches can be posted on all social
media, be brought up at council and league meetings, in newsletters and local newspapers. Effort needs to be made to ensure there is a large majority on board, ensuring all are
committed to assisting MOCFC retain a second oval, preferably at Central Reserve.

To have a mental health & well-being committee position well established by 2023
Part of our proposed market strategy includes the implementation of a committee position for the well-being of each and every member of the MOCFC community. Given the
prevalence of mental health problems around the world, this issue is of particular concern, especially amidst a global pandemic where people are more isolated from each other
than ever before. Players, social members, volunteers, coaches, and all other relevant members of the MOCFC society will benefit greatly from the added support. This position will
also go a long way towards destigmatising speaking openly about mental health issues that are common among both men and women, by setting examples for the impressionable
younger members of the club.
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Obtain a medium or large sized business as a sponsor by 2023.
MOCFC already have a variety of small local businesses who have sponsored the club, but they will be best served to continue looking for more in order to assist the club
financially. The club can target medium to large businesses (or franchises) by advertising sponsorship packages on social media, in flyers and local newspapers. This will outline the
rewards of sponsoring the club, including mass publicity and a range of club benefits (function tickets, merchandise etc). With over 300 players and 600 supporters, sponsors will
be promoted heavily to a large audience, with a specific demographic identified in the survey above. This information will be crucial for businesses, who can sponsor the club
financially, knowing who will be consuming their advertisements.
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Market Recommendations cont.
To add another 100 non-playing members by 2023.
Adding extra non-paying members is vital to the success of any football club. Membership for social members only should be advertised through the use of social media and email
for members who have previously played for MOCFC. Increasing social members by 35 each year over the next three years is realistic to aim for and will benefit the club
enormously. The club should look to leverage their social media platforms to encourage supporters to contribute to the club that they love and to be part of all that is happenings. A
previous player which we interviewed for our focus group indentified that he would love to remain involved in the club in whichever way possible. Utilising already successful
platforms will go a long way to encourage this for others. The financial benefit from this revenue source is of great value to MOCFC.

How can MOCFC strengthen their relationship with Mazenod College to ensure that 30% of players are "Old Boys"?
MOCFC has the potential to attract even more talent to the club, specifically through the affiliated Mazenod College. Continually targeting students from the college will ensure
that the fabric and culture that has been instilled in the club since 1977 will remain present. There are currently 12 teams at Mazenod College which participate in the ACC,
meaning that the club would have priority access to over 250 kids at any given time. The club would do well to continue filtering through the next wave of "Old Boys" to keep the
rich history of the club alive while encouraging the "more than just a club" philosophy. This task is easily accomplished by placing advertisements in the school newsletters and
utilising word of mouth from current players.
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Conclusion
This document has outlined how the Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club can utilise and implement a marketing strategy which builds on the base of
what has already been established by the club.
The qualitative and quantitative research has assisted us in developing our five key marketing observations and the corresponding recommendations,
which we advise strongly to be followed by the club in the future, or at very least, partially considered. These will assist the club financially,
operationally and culturally as it aims to improve multiple aspects of the club internally and externally. They will improve the operations on the inside
of the club, while improving the public perception and following in the community.
There is a desperate need for the club to acquire more space to accommodate for the growing number of players. We determined that this is not
actionable in the short term as it is a significant target. Between 2021 and 2023, MOCFC can continue to increase their impact within the local
community by carefully and seamlessly working toward obtaining a second oval for the club to train and play on.
Maintaining a stable financial base is also extremely important to the club and its future, as such, building a greater portfolio or sponsors who are on
the medium to larger side of the scale, will offer more financial stablility going forward. It's imperative that the club continues to find ways to add more
value for their existing sponsors and to ensure that the club is appealing to prospective sponsors.
Creating a role purposely to maintain and develop the well-being of members at the club is an important step that the club should take towards
accommodating for all who are involved with the club. While increasing the amount of "Old Boys" who play for the club and social members will
continue to add towards the family
The club must aim to promote these strategies with a variety of marketing techniques on a number of platforms including social media, in the local
community and at Central Reserve. Sondi Media Group have outlined our proposed tactics to use as a guideline for the club to folow. This will allow a
large and targeted audience to consume these ideas, events and promotions, servicing the club and all among the MOCFC community who are involved.

More than just a club.
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Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club
Central Reserve
Cnr Springvale & Waverley Roads
Glen Waverley
Phone: 0419 150 272
Email: secretary@mazenodfc.com.au
Website: www.mazenodfc.com.au
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